Forensic Bridges
Solutions for the Digital Evidence Lifecycle

TM

The Technology Behind Computer Forensics
Tableau is the only computer forensics vendor to offer a
full line of native IDE, SATA, SCSI, and USB forensic
bridges (aka “write-blockers”). As shown in the table at
right, we have the most complete lineup of forensic
bridges in the industry, with twelve unique products in
four families.
Our Classic, Pocket, and Innovation families of products
form the backbone of the most popular forensic kits
sold by leading US and international forensic resellers.
Our innovative OEM family of products are integral
components of the world’s best-selling and most
popular forensic workstations and external imaging
solutions.
Tableau’s I/O Storage System Expertise Sets Us Apart
Tableau’s engineering experience spans decades of
innovation in the I/O storage system industry. Our
products support native storage technologies, insuring
that data can be accessed and imaged with minimal
effort on your part. We offer firmware upgrades to help
protect your technology investment. Common power
supplies and accessories minimize clutter. All are
examples of our committment to remain the best
supplier in the forensic bridge market.
World Class Quality, Support, and Value
“They just work!” is a phrase often heard from end-users
about our products. We engineer our products to
provide exceptional value and years of reliable service.
Trust Tableau.

Tableau, LLC
N8 W22195 Johnson Drive, Suite 100
Waukesha, WI 53186
phone: (262) 522-7890
fax: (262) 522-7899
www: http://www.tableau.com

Device Interface
IDE SATA SCSI USB
Classic Family

T3u
T4
T5
T5-RW

A, B, C
A, B, C
A, B, C
A, B, C

Pocket Family

T14
T14-RW
T15

B
B
B

Innovation Family

T8

A, C

OEM Family

T10
T335
T345
T35i
Host Interface Legend:
A = 1394A/Firewire 400
B = 1394B/Firewire 800 (800 / 400 bilingual)
C = USB 2.0 / 1.1
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